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Case Study: 9A Report 

 
 

When dealing with property sales through probate, trust or conservatorship there are a 
few important details that are often overlooked. I’d like to touch on the importance of 
delivering all disclosures to buyers prior to submitting their offers.  
 
Last year, we had a sale with a well-respected fiduciary for a duplex in Venice, California, 
and we ran into a problem with the 9A Report.  
  
If you’re unfamiliar with the 9A Report, it the Residential Property Report (RPR) required 
by Los Angeles Municipal Code Section 96.300. A disclosure that covers various code 
requirements, pending assessments, and permits issued, the 9A Report applies to all 
types of sales. Completed online, it costs the seller $70.85 and typically takes about 10 
business days.  
 
The buyer must acknowledge and approve the 9A Report prior to escrow closing.  
  
When we took the listing on this Venice duplex, we immediately ordered the 9A Report, 
as we always do, but for whatever reason, it took several weeks to arrive. During that 
time, we went ahead and accepted a non-contingent offer on the duplex.  
  
Upon receipt of the report, the buyer noticed that the City’s description of the property 
showed it as a single-family dwelling, not a duplex, although the title did identify it as a 
duplex. Without getting into too much detail, the buyer asked for a $75,000 price 
reduction, the seller said no, and the buyer cancelled and received their full deposit 
back.  
  
The seller then went to the Department of Building and Safety with evidence that the 
property was indeed a duplex. After several months, the seller got the City to correct 
the 9A Report and issue a new Certificate of Occupancy for the additional unit. We put 
the property back on the market and sold it as the duplex that it was.  
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Since this transaction we’ve ordered 9A Reports prior to actually listing the 
property. We continue to learn and are happy to share this front-line experience with 
you.  
 
On a related note, sellers who are fiduciaries are exempt from many disclosures. Not all 
real estate agents are aware of this, so make sure you are working with a Trust and 
Probate specialist who is experienced with disclosure requirements.  
  
Please call on The Sanborn Team if you have any questions or are faced with selling real 
property through probate, trust or conservatorship. We’ll take good care of you and 
make sure you get the disclosures you need to complete your transaction. 
  
I hope this helps you with your next sale! 
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